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The effects of lexical-semantic features on the 

disambiguation of Korean ‘-pota’ comparative construction

Kihyo Park & Upyong Hong
Konkuk University

What is the role of the lexical-semantic features of incoming words in disambiguation 
process? In Korean, some comparative constructions containing the postposition ‘-pota’ yield 
an ambiguous structure (Kim, 1993). In these constructions, the complement of the 
postposition can be assigned either Theme, or Experiencer. While the former shows that the 
parser prefers to build the structure as simple as possible, which follows the Minimal 
Attachment (Fodor and Frazier, 1978; Frazier, 1979) the latter shows us that the parser does 
not follow this preference but constructs a structure where the thematic role of the complement 
of ‘-pota’ is Experiencer. If the parser prefers the latter, it might be a case that the strength of 
semantic association between the nouns that are compared each other plays a pivotal role in 
the disambiguation process. To test this hypothesis, we manipulated the compared nouns in 
terms of the strength of semantic association.

We used 60 sentences (20 sentences per condition); (a) no semantic association, (b) weak 
semantic association, and (c) strong semantic association. A sentence completion task has been 
conducted on 34 participants.

We found a significant effect on the difference between the condition (a) and (b) on the 
completion proportion of the verb that yields an ambiguous structure (t(33) = 15.50, p < .005, 
95% CI [0.90 1.17]). Also, we found a significant effect on the difference between the condition
(b) and (c) on the completion proportion of the verbs that yields an unambiguous structure 
(t(33) = -8.70, p <. 005, 95% CI [-0.38 0.24]).

Our results indicate that, in Korean ‘-pota’ comparative construction, the lexical-semantic 
features of the compared words affect the disambiguation process. In other words, the preferred 
choice for the thematic role of the complement of the comparative marker ‘-pota’ can be 
changed when the compared words share semantic association each other.

Conditions Examples
(a)  No semantic association

(b) Weak semantic association

(c)  Strong semantic association

References

Fodor, J., and Frazier, L. (1978). The sausage machine: A new two-stage parsing model.
Cognition, 6, 291-325.

Frazier, L. (1979). On comprehending sentences: Syntactic Parsing Strategies (Doctoral 
Dissertation). University of Connecticut, USA.

J, Kim. (1993). Syntax of the comparative construction in Korean (Doctoral Dissertation).
Keimyung University, Republic of Korea.
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The role of cognitive control in anticipation-driven sentence 
comprehension

Hongoak Yun & Eunkyung Yi
Jeju National U. & Seoul National U.

It is widely agreed that readers’ active use of given lexical/structural information and 
event knowledge are highly likely to elicit anticipatory processing of yet-to-be-encountered 
information. We speculate that the goodness of anticipation-driven processing is modulated 
by 1) readers’ working memory(WM) capacity that represents how wide range of possible 
lexical choices are actively stored, or 2) readers’ cognitive control that represents how 
irrelevant lexical choices are efficiently inhibited. By conducting two studies (picture 
description and self-paced moving window reading comprehension) and two cognitive tasks 
(Stroop and Reading span tasks), we demonstrated that the differences of readers’ sensitivity 
to Stroop (as a measure of cognitive control) led to significant prediction on crucial variations 
on the predicative use of lexical and structural information during sentence comprehension.

In our study, we used Korean recipient/source constructions, as indicated in sentences 
(1-4), which contain three thematic roles (agent, recipient or source, and theme). Note that a 
recipient/source argument can syntactically precede or follow a patient argument, as in 
sentences (1 vs. 2) and (3 vs. 4), and that the postposition, -eykey, is semantically ambiguous, 
marking either a recipient or a source argument. First, in order to detect the likelihood 
distribution of possible choices at upcoming positions, we conducted a picture description 
study in which participants were required to describe an event drawn in a who-did-what-to-
whom picture. Second, a self-paced moving window reading comprehension was conducted 
to measure the difficulty of sentence comprehension. Finally, participants’ cognitive capacities 
were measured in two cognitive tasks (Stroop and Reading Span)   

Our results are as follows: First, the results of the picture description task revealed that 
1) the order of recipients/sources followed by themes (95%) was predominant in comparison 
to the order of patients followed by recipients/sources (5%) and 2) the sense for -eykey was 
predominantly biased toward recipients (52%) rather than sources (25%). The outcomes 
strongly suggested that readers highly expect to encounter themes at R4 after reading 
recipients or sources at R3 and to encounter give-type verbs rather than receive-type verbs at 
R5. Second, we used role-order type and Stroop score as fixed factors to test RTs obtained 
from R3, R4, and R5 while subjects and items were submitted as random variables. The 
results from linear mixed-effect regressions (Table 2) yielded that 1) the effect of Stroop score 
on RTs appeared at R3, meaning that those with higher Stroop scores read faster nouns at 
R3. 2) Also, the significant interaction between Stroop scores and role types occurred at R4, 
indicating that themes following recipients were read faster than recipients and sources 
following themes only for those with higher Stroop scores. 3) The effect of Stroop score 
remained at R5 in the same way that we observed at R3; the higher Stroop score leads to 
faster RTs of verbs in which the ambiguity of roles associated with -eykey was resolved. Those 
with high Stroop scores felt easier to integrate verbs into sentences, in other words, to resolve 
the ambiguity of role integration. Models using Reading-span scores showed no significant 
results at any regions. In sum, the goodness of anticipation-driven sentence comprehension 
is closely related to how good readers are at cognitively controlling irrelevant lexical choices 
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are efficiently inhibited.
We discuss that the Stroop effect (as a measure of cognitive control) has been argued whether 

it indicates automatic semantic access (Flaudias et al., 2014). The automaticity of semantic access 
does not always lead to easy semantic integration in sentence processing. For example, the sensitivity 
to Stroop interference failed to predict the goodness of semantic integration ability when syntactic and 
semantic information were interfered in processing English relative clauses (Tan et al., 2017). We also 
showed that those less vulnerable to Stoop show more difficulty in the processing of upcoming 
information, especially when it is highly predictable. As an additional note, we discuss that the 
mechanism of anticipation-driven comprehension should be weighted more to the matter of difficulty 
due to the failure of inhibition than that of easiness due to the success of facilitation. 

Table 1. A set of example stimuli
Condition R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6

(1) Recipient>Patient
Giving verb

Cengweni
-ka
Cengweni
-NOM

Pokyengi-ey
key
Pokyengi-
AMB

swuhak-ul
Math-
ACC

yelsimh
i
hard

kaluchi-n
un
teach cwungita

be -ing
(2) Patient>Recipient

Giving verb
swuhak-ul
Math-ACC

Pokyengi-
eykey
Pokyengi-
AMB

(3) Source>Patient
Receiving verb

Pokyengi-ey
key
Pokyengi-
AMB

swuhak-ul
Math-
ACC paywu-n

un
learn(4) Patient>Source

Receiving verb
swuhak-ul
Math-ACC

Pokyengi-
eykey
Pokyengi-
AMB

Table 2. Results from linear mixed-effect regressions on RTs at R3, R4, and R5

Estimate S.E. t-value
R4 Intercept 469.02 32.85 14.28*

(1)-(2) 60.19 34.44 1.74
(1)-(3) 6.96 34.93 .20
(1)-(4) 95.18 35.46 2.68*
Stroop Score -38.11 34.01 -1.12
(2)*Stroop score -87.37 39.69 -2.20*
(3)*Stroop Score -24.15 39.59 -.61
(4)*Stroop Score -100.46 40.21 -2.50*

R5 Intercept 474.65 36.72 12.93*
(1)-(2) 8.83 33.72 .26
(1)-(3) 24.79 33.82 .73
(1)-(4) 61.58 34.18 1.80
Stroop Score -92.29 35.63 -2.59*
(2)*Stroop score 1.39 39.02 .04
(3)*Stroop Score 53.85 38.45 1.4
(4)*Stroop Score 17.15 38.67 .44

* If the absolute t-value of a fixed factor was over 2, the effect of the factor was considered to be

Flaudias, V., & Llorca, P.-M., (2014). A brief review of three manipulations of the Stroop task focusing 
on the automaticity of semantic access. Psychologica Belgica, 54(2), 199–221.

Gelman, A., & Hill, J. (2007). Data analysis using regression and multilevel hierarchical models. New 
York: Cambridge University Press.

Hohlfeld, A., Martín-Loeches, M., & Somme, W. (2015). Is Semantic Processing During Sentence 
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Reading Autonomous or Controlled? Evidence from the N400 Component in a Dual Task Paradigm.
Advanced Cognitive Psychology, 11(2): 42–55.

Tan, Y., Martin, R., & Van Dyke, J. (2017). Semantic and Syntactic Interference in Sentence 
Comprehension: A Comparison of Working Memory Models. Frontier in Psychology, 8:198. 
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Register as a Sub-system in the Complex Adaptive System of
Language: A Regression Analysis Approach to Distances

between Chinese Registers

Renkui Hou & Chu-Ren Huang
Guangzhou University & The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Abstract: The Menzerath-Altmann (MA) law has primarily been applied to language as multi-level 
complex system. Yet it has been shown to apply to other complex adaptive system, including animal 
communication, music, and DNA. Following up on recent work showing that the MA law can be 
applied to predict register differences, and especially in terms of degree of interaction of speaker(s) 
involved, this paper proposed an index to compute the distance between different registers based on 
the regression analysis. After validating that he MA law applies to the correlation between clauses 
and words as their immediate constituents for each register, this study demonstrates that their 
functions can be fitted by the Formula y = axb. It is also shown that the fitted parameters a and b
have distinctive correspondences for each register. We use linear regression to fit the function of 
these two parameters. The regression line has an intersection with the a-axis. The value of 
intersection can be used as an index to compute the distances between the different Chinese registers.

The relationship between average word length and clause length is known to be nonlinear: 
Equation (1a). However, this nonlinear relationship can be transformed to a linear relationship by 
applying a logarithmic transformation of Equation (1a):=        (1a)
Taking the logarithm of both sides of Equation (1a) givesln( ) = ln( ) + ln( )
Then, defining = ln( ); = ln( )
gives

            = + ln( )       (1a-1)
This conversion to linear relation decreases the impact of the initial parameter estimates on the 

fitted result when fitting average word length.
The texts from different registers were represented by the fitted parameters, a and b, of the 

relationship between word length and clause length obtained from Equation (1a) using a vector 
space model, allowing the position of each register text to be displayed on a coordinate graph. The 
positions of the different register texts indicate that there is a systematic link between parameters a
and b in the texts from each register, which could be determined by linear regression. The point at 
which the regression line intersects the a-axis when b achieves its extreme maximum value, i.e., 0, 
is dependent on the particular register. The intersection value can be used as an index to represent 
the positions of different registers in the formality continuum and to compute the distances between 
different registers.
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Table: Scale of the texts from the different register

Number of Texts Number of Types Number of Tokens

News Co-Broadcasting 50 24,812 418,943

Behind the Headlines with Wentao 50 16,372 357,663

I Love My Family 60 14,107 317,661
The following table shows that the link between average word length and clause length can be fitted 
by Equation (1a-1) for each of the three registers.
 

Table 2: Fitted results of average word lengths in clauses with a certain length
a B R2 p-value

TV conversation 1.784 0.093 79.38% 8.352×10-6

Sitcom conversation 1.490 0.055 84.74% 1.148×10-6

News broadcasting 2.240 0.091 75.28% 3.513×10-7

Whole 1.626 0.013 6.94% 0.291

Linear regression was used to fit the relationship between these two parameters for texts within the 
same register. The fitted results are shown in the following table. The a-axis intercepts are consistent 
with their formality ranking, and allow the distance between different registers to be quantified. For 
example, the distance between TV Conversation and News Broadcasting is 0.22. Furthermore, the 
formality degree of each register can also be evaluated using this value. For example, the formality 
degree of the News Broadcasting register is 1.60, and is the most formal of these three registers. 
 

Table: Fitted parameters of the relationship between parameters a and b
slope intercept R2 Intersection of a-axis

TV Conversation 0.288 0.405 96.53% 1.38
Sitcom Conversation 0.304 0.389 84.01% 1.30
News Broadcasting 0.153 0.238 75.69% 1.60

References
Altmann, G. (1980). Prolegomena to Menzerath´s law. Glottometrika 2, 1-10.
Altmann, G. (1996). The nature of linguistic units, Journal of Quantitative Linguistics, 3:1, 1-7,
Biber, D. & Conrad, S. (2009). Register, Genre, and Style. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Biber, D. (2012). Register as a predictor of linguistic variation. Corpus Linguistics and Linguistic 

Theory, 8(1), 9-37.
Ferrer-I-Cancho, R., Forns, N., Hernández-Fernández, A., Bel-enguix, G., & Baixeries, J. (2013). The 

challenges of statistical patterns of language: The case of Menzerath's law in 
genomes. Complexity, 18(3), 11-17.

Gustison, M. L., Semple, S., Ferrer-i-Cancho, R., & Bergman, T. J. (2016). Gelada vocal sequences 
follow Menzerath’s linguistic law. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 113(19), 
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Double  Nominatives  in  Korean  Meet  an  ERP-based study

Building on Lee’s (2014),  Kim’s  (2015),  Kim,  Kim,  and  Yoon’s  (2015)  offline  judgment  
tests of double Nominative-Case-marked  subject  (DNS)  constructions  in  Korean,  we 
performed an online ERP (event-related potential)-based examination of processing  three
different types of DNSs by Korean native speakers.  In  particular,  the  target  word  in  these  
three  constructions  is  the  second  Nominative  Case-marked  subject NP.

The experimental materials consisted  of  180  sets  of  3x2  factorial  design  with  3
types (Property-type, Family Relation-type, and Adjunct-type DNSs) and 2 Case (Nom and 
Gen/Loc), constructed on the model of  KKY (2015).  They,  however,  were  composed  of
double Nominative subjects situated in right dislocation contexts, schematically represented  
below.
Conditions  (i)-(ii): Property—Genitive/Nominative:

kwake-ey yengi-uy/-ka maum-i yeypp-ess-e,
past-in Yengi-Gen/Nom heart-Nom kind-Pst-Informal, 
‘It  was  kind  in  the  past,  Yengi’s heart.’

(iii)-(iv):  Family  Relation—Genitive/Nominative:
kwake-ey yengi-uy/-i tongsayng-i yeypp-ess-e,
past-in Yengi-Gen/-Nom sister-Nom pretty-Pst-Informal 
‘She  was  pretty  in  the  past,  Yengi’s sister.’

(v)-(vi): Dative—Locative/Nominative:
kwake-ey sewul-ey/-i chatul-i cekes-se,
past-in Seoul-Locative/-Nom cars-Nom a few-Informal
‘There  were  a few  in  the  past,  Seoul’s cars.’

Twenty-one (16 males) native Korean undergraduate students participated in the
experiment. The descriptive data  of  the offline  5-point  rating  scales  (1: not  at  all
acceptable, 5: definitely acceptable) acceptability task for the 6 conditions are as follows: 
(Condition  (i)):  (P)roperty  SSs  (single  subject)  - 4.4;  (ii):  P-type  DNSs  - 3.4;  (iii):  Family
Relation  (FR)  SSs  – 4.5;  (iv)  FR-type  DNSs  – 2.0;  (v):  (A)djunct  SSs  - 4.4;      (vi):
A-type DNSs – 3.7. The ANOVA results of the offline task showed  significant  effects  of  
factors such as type (F(2,46)=22.45,p<0.001), Case (F(1,23)=66.91,p<0.001), and type*Case 
interaction  (F(2,46)=27.62,  p=0.001).  Korean  speakers  rated  the acceptability  of  P-type  
DNSs higher than that of A-type  DNSs,  and the  acceptability  of  P-type  DNSs  higher  than  
that  of  FR-type DNSs.

ERPs were measured at the second subject NP in DNS conditions and the post-
Genitive/Locative  subject  NP  in  single  subject  conditions  and  also,   at  predicate   in  each 
condition. the Property type recorded  P400  at  MP  on  the  second  NOM  NP,  followed by 
significant N400 (and N600 at  anterior  regions)  on  the  predicate.  The  FR type recorded 
significant P600  on  the  second  NOM  NP,  followed  by  significant N600 on the 
predicate. The Dative type recorded marginal P400 at LP & MP, followed  by  marginal  
P600  at  MP  on  the  second  NOM NP.

The   results   indicated   that   Neural   correlate   for   the   processing   of   the second
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identically NOM-marked NP in the DNC: positivity (P400 or  P600)  though  varying  in 
terms of latency and distribution).  Furthermore,  Neural  correlate  for  the  processing  of  
the predicate (predication) in the DNC : negativity (N400 or N600). In  addition,  the  
Property type has significant  ERP  effects  only  at  the  point  of  the  predicate  with  the  
two identically NOM-marked  'NPs'.  But  the  FR  type  has  significant  ERP  effects  at  
both the second NOM-marked NP and the predicate. The latter is perceived by the 
participants as similar to syntactically  anomalous  sentences.  We  found  that  the  
application of ERPs to  the  ERP-based  on-line  processing  of  Case  alternation  in  the  
three types of DNC revealed some commonality and difference between them, despite 
comparable  behavioral  (i.e.,  acceptability) performance.
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A Corpus Linguistics Course for International Students

Seonmin Park
KAIST

The importance of collecting and analyzing data has been increasing after the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution (World Economic Forum, 2016) occurred. With the needs of data mining and analysis, 
students who are not majoring in linguistics also desire to take a corpus linguistics course. 
According to Park (2018), the corpus linguistics course for non-linguists was completed with 
students’ high satisfaction at a science and engineering university in South Korea. Based on the 
success of the course, a corpus linguistics course for international students has been designed for 
a four-week summer school at the same university. The target students are exchange students from 
different universities in various countries. Hence, they do not necessarily study in linguistics, but 
they are interested in corpus linguistics. As a result, the course instructor has developed the 
curriculum and tasks of the course based on two goals: 1) to explain the basic concepts of corpus 
linguistics, and 2) to introduce research methods for students’ own projects related to the corpus 
linguistics. This presentation will report on the communication between the instructor and the 
school administrations, and between the instructor and the students prior to the beginning of the 
course in order to introduce the various stakeholders’ perspectives on the course. Furthermore, the 
projects in the course will be elaborated.
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A Pro-drop Analysis of “Control Construction” in Korean

Juwon Lee
Kyung Hee University

In this paper we argue that what has been considered as typical object control in Korean is 
actually not a control but a pro-drop construction (see Choe 2006; Park 2012 for a similar but 
different idea). The English persuade-construction in (1a) has the object control structure 
(Farkas 1988; Borsley 1999; Jackendoff & Culicover 2003; Sag et al. 2003; inter alia); the 
implicit subject (controllee) of the infinitive clause must be co-indexed with the object Tom
(controller) in the matrix clause. It has been assumed in the literature that the corresponding 
Korean sentence in (1b) also has the object control structure (see Monahan 2004; Cormack 
and Smith 2004; Kwon and Polinsky 2006, among others); that is, the implicit subject of the 
embedded tolok-clause must be co-indexed with the controller Tom-ul/-eykey in the main 
clause. 

(1) a. Janei persuaded Tomj [ ____j/*i/*k to go to school].
b. Janei-i Tomj-ul/-eykey [[____j/*i/*k hakkyo-ey ka]-tolok] seultukhay-ss-ta.

Jane-Nom Tom-Acc/-Dat          school-to go-Tolok  persuade-Pst-Dec
‘Jane persuaded Tom to go to school.’

We show, however, that the persuade- and seltukha-constructions have crucial differences. 
First, a fundamental property of object control construction is that the controllee must be 
silent (Tom or he can never appear in the gap of the infinitive clause in (1a)), but in Korean 
the “controllee” can appear in the tolok-clause as in (2).     

(2) ?Janei-i Tomj-ul/-eykey [[Tomj-i hakkyo-ey ka]-tolok] seltukhay-ss-ta.
Jane-Nom Tom-Acc/-Dat Tom-Nom school-to go-Tolok  persuade-Pst-Dec
‘Jane persuaded Tom to go to school.’

Although the sentence in (2) sounds a bit awkward compared to (1b), we attribute this 
awkwardness to the fact that the two NPs referring to the same person appear right next to 
each other; that is, the sentence sounds redundant and thus odd. This anti-redundancy account 
is supported by the adverb modification in (3a) and the scrambling in (3b) and (3c).     

(3) a. Janei-i Tomj-ul/-eykey ecey     cenyek-ey  cip-eyse
Jane-Nom Tom-Acc/-Dat yesterday evening-in house-at
[[Tomj-i hakkyo-ey ka]-tolok] seltukhay-ss-ta.

Tom-Nom school-to go-Tolok  persuade-Pst-Dec
‘Yesterday evening at home Jane persuaded Tom to go to school.’

b. Janei-i [[Tomj-i hakkyo-ey ka]-tolok] Tomj-ul/-eykey seltukhay-ss-ta.
Jane-Nom Tom-Acc school-to go-Tolok       Tom-Acc/-Dat persuade-Pst-Dec
‘Jane persuaded Tom to go to school.’

c. Janei-i Tomj-ul/-eykey seltukhay-ss-ta        [[Tomj-i hakkyo-ey ka]-tolok].
Jane-Nom Tom-Acc/-Dat persuade-Pst-Dec         Tom-Acc school-to go-Tolok
‘Jane persuaded Tom to go to school.’

In (3) the two NPs are “far” from each other, which reduces the redundancy, and the 
sentences sound better than (2). If one of the two NPs is omitted from a sentence, which then 
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resolves the redundancy, the sentence is clearly acceptable, as shown in (1b) and (4).      

(4) Janei-i ____ [[Tomj-i hakkyo-ey ka]-tolok] seltukhay-ss-ta.
Jane-Nom Tom-Nom school-to go-Tolok persuade-Pst-Dec
‘Jane persuaded Tom to go to school.’

Monahan (2013) argues that the sentences like (4) are backward control in Korean. However, 
we show that the implicit object in the matrix clause is not necessarily co-indexed with the 
explicit subject in the tolok-clause. These suggest that the two NPs referring to the same 
entity tend not to be linearly subjacent to each other in a sentence. Furthermore, if casin 'self' 
is added to the tolok-clause as in the following, the sentence also sounds better than (2). This 
is never possible in English object control constructions (e.g., Jane persuaded Tom (*Tom) 
(*himself) to go to school). We can say that since casin ‘self’ adds a contrastive focus to the 
subject of the tolok-clause, the redundancy weakens and so the sentence is acceptable.      

(5) Janei-i Tomj-ul/-eykey [[Tomj casin-i hakkyo-ey ka]-tolok] seltukhay-ss-ta.
Jane-Nom Tom-Acc/-Dat Tom    self-Nom school-to go-Tolok      persuade-Pst-Dec
‘Jane persuaded Tom to go to school.’

Alternatively, Condition C of binding theory may account for the awkwardness in (2). One 
may argue that in principle Condition C should block the referential NP Tom-i ‘Tom-Nom’ 
from appearing in the tolok-clause, but the nominative subject appears in (2) since it gets a 
contrastive focus. According to this alternative, casin-i ‘self-Nom’ in (5) explicitly gives a 
contrastive focus to Tom in the tolok-clause, and so the sentence is acceptable. However, we 
show that the subject can still appear in the tolok-clause even when it does not have a 
contrastive focus. This suggests that the alternative hypothesis is not tenable. Another piece 
of evidence for the pro-drop analysis is that it is not necessary for the object of the matrix 
clause and the subject of the tolok-clause to refer to the same person, as illustrated in the 
following (see Cormack and Smith 2004 for similar data):   

(6) sensayngnim-i Chelswu emeni-lul/-eykey [[Chelswu-ka peptay-ey ka]-tolok]
teacher-Nom  Chelswu mother-Acc/Dat  Chelswu-Nom law school-to go-Tolok
seltukhay-ss-ta.
persuade-Pst-Dec
‘The teacher persuaded Chelswu’s mother that Chelswu should go to law school.’

Assuming that Chelswu’s mother can influence Chelswu, the sentence in (6) is fairly 
acceptable. The fact that co-indexation is not necessary also supports the pro-drop analysis of 
seltukha-construction. In addition, we show that when the subject does not appear in the 
tolok-clause as in (1b), the implicit subject is not necessarily co-indexed with the matrix 
object. This is an important property of pro-drop constructions in Korean. Besides, it is 
argued with some evidence involving island constraint that tolok should combine with a 
clause rather than with a lexical item as represented in the examples above. In summary, we 
propose the hypothesis that the seltukha-construction is a pro-drop construction rather than an 
object control, and support it with the empirical evidence suggesting that the object NP of the 
matrix clause and the subject NP of the tolok-clause can simultaneously appear in seltukha-
construction, and the two NPs do not necessarily refer to the same person. Finally, the pro-
drop analysis is extended to other “object controls” with tolok-clause (e.g., kangyoha-
construction ‘force-construction’) and resultative constructions with tolok-clause in Korean.   
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Of One’s Own Construction as a Postmodifier

Mija Kim
Kyung Hee University

The primary goal of this study is to identify the grammatical properties of ‘a noun of one’s own’ (hereinafter, 
of one’s own) construction in English, adopting a construction grammar perspective. The possessive NP in 
English can typically be distributed as in (1). The big issues on these five different types are targeted to the 
differences between the genitive of-phrase (1d) and possessive partitive (1e). One of these differences is the 
grammatical role of preposition of, which makes it divide into two types, genitive of and partitive of 
(Jackendoff 1968, Hoeksema 1984, McCawley 1988, Langacker 1992, Kayne 1994, Barker 1998, etc.).

(1) a. Gray's friends are skinny. Prenominal Possessive
b. We all headed back to Sarah's. Bare Possessive
c. I am one of Taylor's friends. Partitive
d. I was talking about a friend of Gray. Genitive of-phrase
e. I'm a big supporter of Barack Obama's. Possessive Partitive (=double genitive)

This study makes an attempt to extend into the third type of possessives, which consists of five elements, 
“indefinite determiner + noun + of + possessive pronoun + own,” including two invariant expressions, as 
shown in (2). The prominent difference of this of one’s own construction from example (1) is that the fixed 
expression one’s own clarifies the possessive meaning effectively by a tool of signifying relation between 
entities. This strategy to clearly express a possessive relation between entities, apparently, provides more 
strengthened interpretation of possession. This study, especially, focuses on the difference(s) between this 
type and possessive partitives (1e), whose appearance looks remarkably alike. First, of one’s own type has a 
possessive pronoun, implying that it requires its antecedent, which would correspond to an external restriction 
of this type. This would be a big different restrictional property that other types of possessives are not imposed 
on.

(2) a. Young doctors rarely have time to go see a doctor of their own.         (COCA 2015 MAG)
b. I've got credit cards, a car of my own, cash allowance, and a trust fund. (COCA2004 GH)
c. I'm going to give him a real name of his own. (COCA 2008 AMC)
d. Paul Phiri, who has four children of his own, has taken seven of the family’s orphans into 

his home. (COCA 2001 MAG)

Second, the insertion of a fixed variable own may lead to a relational interpretation of this possessive NP, 
beyond the simple possessive meaning. Specifically, the expression own denotes a relation established 
between the possessive pronoun and the head noun preceding the preposition of, and not just possessing 
relation obtained by its literal meaning. This relation is not fixed, but it can be determined by the context. 
The own in (2a) expresses the going see relation generated between them (specifically, young doctors) and a
doctor, while (2b) signifies the driving relation established between the person expressed by my and the 
physical object a car. The own in (2c) designates the using relation that is set up by his and real name whereas 
(2d) shows a raising relation between his and four children. They can be roughly paraphrased as He goes see
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a doctor, I drive a car, He will use a real name, and He is raising four children, respectively. Each activity in 
these sentences refers at least to a regular or frequent performance. This relational interpretation indicates 
that the of one’s own construction must have an internal as well as external restriction in the process of getting 
the full interpretation. Under the assumption that the expression own here takes a role of denoting a relation, 
behaving as a deverbal noun, it must require to take two arguments, thus obligatorily taking a gap in object 
position. This gap element would be satisfied by the preceding head noun. This analysis gives us an insight 
that the entity denoted by the of one’s own cannot be ambiguous. This is important because possessive 
partitives are allowed to have ambiguous meaning. We can, thus, assume that this of one’s own construction 
should be treated as a postmodifier that has an empty element. Third, when it comes to the function of 
preposition of, this of needs to be regarded as a third type of possessive marker, a type of subordinate 
conjunction, in that this functions differently from the other two, genitive of and possessive of. Genitive and 
possessive marker of need to be obligatory, while that in of one’ own construction can be optional. The 
deletion of the of one’s own bundle does not affect the grammaticality of the whole sentence.
This study, therefore, insists that the of one’s own construction ought to be analyzed as a postmodifier, a type 
of subordinate clause including the element whose meaning needs to be provided by an antecedent in the 
preceding clause, thereby establishing an anaphoric relation between the element in this clause and an 
antecedent in the main clause. The variable own needs to be treated as a deverbal noun derived from a verb 
and it denotes a relation of two-place predicate that one of its arguments has the same referent as the head 
noun that it modifies, apparently showing the mismatch between its form and function. In order to test these 
assumptions, this study provides a collostructural analysis based on raw frequencies and its evaluation in 
terms of some distributional statistic.
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Gerunds and To-Infinitives  in  Natives  and  Korean  Non-natives: 

A  Distinctive  Collexeme Analysis

&
&

It is known  that,  similar  to  the  collocation  between  two  words,  some  words are 
frequently used in some constructions,  and  Stefanowitsch  and  Gries (2003) and Gries 
and Stefanowitsch (2004) formalized this tendencies in the  collostructional analysis.  
This  paper  applied  this  type  of  analysis  to investigate gerunds and to-infinitives in 
native speakers’ and Korean EFL learners’ writings.

For this purpose, two corpora were selected. One was the ICE-USA corpus  for  
native  speakers,  and the  other  was  the  Korean  component  of  the TOEFL11 corpus 
for the Korean EFL learners. In these two corpora,  sentences were extracted which
contained gerunds and to-infinitives. Among the  collostructional analysis methods, this
paper took a  distinctive collexeme analysis  in   order   to   calculate   the   
collocational   strength.   Then, comparing   the   values,   this paper wants to investigate 
how  collocational strength  values  vary  in  (i) gerunds and to-infinitives and (ii) natives’ 
and non-natives’  (Korean  EFL learners’) writings.
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Double Meaning and Reversal: Toward an empirical linguistic
account of irony

Chu-Ren Huang
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Irony is intuitively defined by using linguistic expressions to represent contrary meanings, and captured 
by incongruity (Joshi et al. 2015, Laszlo 2017). Wilson and Sperber (2012) reiterate and strengthen their 
echoic account where irony is utter to express dissociative attitude. Ritchie (2005) links irony to humor by 
claiming that both are frame-shifting. Yet, Yus (2003), applying Sperber and Wilson’s relevance theory 
argues that humor forms such as puns (and perhaps irony) rely on congruous forms based on the theory 
of arousal safety. Wilson (2017), reinforces the echoic account by linking irony to other linguistic devices 
such as figurative language and humor, yet also pointed out that recent empirical studies (both 
computational and behavioral) started with fuzzily defined classification of irony to the extent that 
significance of their findings have limited explanatory power. This underlines the irony that studies on 
irony in fact suffers from not being able clearly define and identify irony. 
    Aiming to synthesize the above competing accounts that are imperfect mirror images of each other, I 
propose a dynamic theory of irony with clear definition and detection of irony in mind. Note that irony is 
a linguistic device to express both meaning and emotion. Based on this, the traditional definition based 
on incongruity is inadequate as it only describes the representation meaning part of irony. We found that 
what is even more crucial in irony is the dynamicity of reversal (both of meaning and emotion). That is, 
the intensity of ironic expressions relies on its immediacy of coercing the listener to experience the 
reversal in real time. Reversal theory (e.g. Apter 1984) is an important theory in social psychology for 
personality changes as well as for change of belief/knowledge (in the context of persuasion). We 
hypothesize that linguistic devices for irony are those that either expresses or facilitate reversals at 
different linguistic levels, and that more than one reversal devises can co-occur in the same context to 
underline or strengthen the ironic meaning. Hence irony detection can be more effectively modelled as 
reversal detection instead of discovery of the abstract incongruity. This identification procedure, unlike 
Burger et al. (2011) relies on empirical evidence instead of deep reading. Based on our theories, several 
linguistic devises for reversal will be introduced and discussed in the talk. 
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Working memory in structural priming:
Comprehension and production of English relative clauses

Ran WEI & Sun-A KIM
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University & Jiangsu Normal University

Introduction
Structural priming refers to the tendency for a speaker to repeat the syntactic 

structure that was previously produced or heard even when an alternative structure is 
available. Previous studies have argued that structural priming is a type of implicit 
learning with long-term effects (Bock & Griffin, 2000; Chang et al., 2000). Inspired by 
implicit learning accounts, second language acquisition studies have investigated the 
facilitative role of structural priming in L2 learning (e.g., McDonough, 2006; Shin & 
Christianson, 2012). Recently, the focus of L2 priming studies has shifted to its 
potential influencing factors, especially its relationship with individual difference 
factors (McDonough & de Vleeschauwer, 2012). 

One crucial individual difference factor, working memory (WM), refers to the 
ability to maintain information in an active and readily accessible state and to 
concurrently and selectively process new information (Conway et al., 2007). WM
capacity is closely related to individuals’ capacity for executive control. Since the 
contribution of WM in modulating priming effects in L2 learning (McDonough et al., 
2016) is still unclear, we investigated whether L2 learners’ structural priming is affected 
by their WM capacities, and whether WM capacities mediated after-priming
comprehension and production of target structures. 
Methods

The participants were 32 native Mandarin speakers with non-English majors from 
a major university in southern China (10 males) with an average age of 19.91 years (SD
= 0.14). The target structure was object relative clauses (hereafter, ORCs, e.g., Here is 
the senator that the reporter attacked). Its alternative structure was passive relative 
clauses (hereafter, PRCs, e.g., Here is the senator that was attacked by the reporter). 
With a pretest-posttest design, all the participants were assigned to a reading span task, 
two grammatical judgment tasks, two oral sentence completion tasks (before and after 
priming), and a main priming task with two prime conditions (i.e., ORC prime vs. PRC 
prime). 
Results

In the priming session, a significant effect for prime type ( 2 = 444.21, df = 1, p <
0.001) was found. L2 learners produced more ORC structures under ORC primes 
(estimate = -3.949, SE = 0.256, z = -15.421, p < 0.001). Thus, structural priming effects
occurred in ORC structures. There was also a significant effect for WM capacity ( 2 =
3.865, df = 1, p < 0.05). Learners with high span WM were more likely to produce ORC 
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structures than PRC structures during the immediate priming session (estimate = 0.117, 
SE = 0.058, z = 2.017, p < 0.05).

In the subsequent comprehension session, a significant effect for test phase was 
found ( 2 = 5.737, df = 1, p < 0.05). L2 learners increased their comprehension accuracy
for ORC structures from pretest to posttest (estimate = 0.523, SE = 0.217, z = 2.409, p
< 0.05). However, there was no significant effect for WM (estimate = 0.008, SE = 0.030,
z = 0.266, p = 0.791). Hence, with an increase of WM capacity, learners’ comprehension 
accuracy for ORC structures did not vary with an increase in their WM capacities in the 
posttest phase.

In the subsequent production session, we also found a significant effect for test
phase (estimate = 5.120, SE = 0.487, z = 10.522, p < 0.001), but the effect for WM was 
insignificant (estimate = 0.013, SE = 0.055, z = 0.234, p = 0.815). This implies that L2
learners increased their production of ORC structures from pretest to posttest and the 
production did not change with an increase in WM capacity in the posttest phase.
Conclusion

The study found the mediating role of WM in immediate priming of English ORCs.
However, there is no correlation between WM and its subsequent comprehension and 
production. Future studies need to explore whether structural complexity influences the 
effect of WM in modulating priming effects in subsequent learning. 
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A Comparative Study on the Vocabularies Seen in Engineering P

apers Written by Professional Researchers and Japanese Graduat

e Students

Yuka Ishikawa
Nagoya Institute of Technology

1. Introduction
As English is now widely recognized as a common language in the field of engineering 

and technology, research papers published in academic journals have been usually written in 
English. In recent years, the number of graduate students, as well as researchers, who are 
required to write their theses in English is increasing in Japan. However, there are few 
learning materials available for Japanese graduate students to learn how to write an effective 
abstract. Would the learning materials for professional researchers be helpful for graduate 
students as well? Would there be anything graduate students need to learn other than what 
researchers need to know? 

2. Research Design
We analyzed fifty abstracts written by Japanese graduate students majoring in the 

five major engineering disciplines: chemical engineering, applied physics, material 
engineering, architecture, and computer science and compared them with fifty abstracts
written by professional researchers of the same disciplines, aiming to identify words and 
phrases overused and underused by graduate students. We also conducted a correspondence 
analysis to show how different or similar their abstracts are in terms of vocabulary use. The
outline of the data is shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Types and tokens of the two data

chem. mate phys com archi Total
AbS tokens 1,822 1,870 1,671 1,862 1,870 9,094

types 773 649 560 646 618 2,399
AbR tokens 1,983 2,071 1,391 1,807 1,880 9,132

types 763 690 609 676 717 2,404

3. Results and Discussion
The results show that graduate students tend to use ordinary common words more 

frequently while they tend to use technical words less frequently than professional 
researchers. We also find that they have a tendency to overuse particular sentence structures 
such as “it is found that” or “it is concluded that”. They seem to repeat a few types of 
structures and avoid variations. The result of the correspondence analysis suggests that some 
graduate student groups use the high frequency words in a characteristic way. The use of 
frequent words might possibly separate some student groups from professional researchers 
and others as Fig. 1 shows below.
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Fig. 1 Students majoring in architecture, physics, computer are separated from others.
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Phonetic characteristics of the sibilant consonants in Beijing
Mandarin

Wai-Sum Lee
City University of Hong Kong

1. INTRODUCTION
In Beijing Mandarin, there are three sets of voiceless sibilant fricatives and affricates at three 
places of articulation, referred to as t t ] and alveolo-
palatal [ t t ] consonants. This paper presents the articulatory and spectral characteristics 
of these sibilants.

2. METHOD
Speech samples were elicited from two male and two female young adults who were in their 
early 20’s and were born and grew up in the city of Beijing. The speakers uttered 14 test
monosyllabic words in Beijing Mandarin of CV structure, where C = fricatives [s ] and 
affricates [ts t t ] and V = [i a u] (See Table 1). In Beijing Mandarin, (i) the vowel /i/ has two 
allophones, conventionally referred to as the two apical vowels, symbolized (a) as [ ], the
apical alveolar vowel, when following b) as [ ], the apical retroflex vowel,
when following [ t t ], and (ii) the alveolo-palatal sibilants [ t t ] occur only before the 
vowel [i] or [y].

Alveolar Retroflex Alveolo-palatal
Vowels [s] [ts] [ ] [t ] [ ] [t ]

[i]/[ ]/[ ] [s 55]
(private)

[ts 55]
(capital)

[ 55]
(teacher)

[t 55]
(juice)

[ i55]
(west)

[t i55]
(chicken)

[a] [sa55]
(to cast)

[tsa35]
(mixed)

[ a55]
(sand)

[t a55]
(residual) * *

[u] [su55]
(pastry)

[tsu55]
(rent)

[ u55]
(book)

[t u55]
(pig) * *

Table 1: 14 test monosyllabic words in Beijing Mandarin (* denoting non-occurring).

A randomized list of the 14 test words was prepared. Five repetitions of each test word were 
recorded of the speakers. EMA (electromagnetic articulograph) AG500 was used to record 
the synchronized audio signals and articulatory actions at three different location points on 
the tongue (henceforth, tongue points), including the blade, anterodorsum and posterodorsum.
The x- and y-coordinate planes for each of the three tongue points were extracted at the 
temporal mid-point of the sibilants. LPC analysis of the audio signals was also performed at 
the temporal mid-point of each test sibilant, using KayPENTAX CSL4500, for the spectral 
characteristics of the test sibilants, [s ts], [ t ] and [ t ].

3. RESULTS
3.1. Tongue shape and tongue position during [s ts], [ t ] and [ t ]
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the tongue shapes and tongue positons during [s ] and [ts t t ] for
Male Speaker 1 and Male Speaker 2. As can be seen, first, the tongue shapes and tongue 
positions are similar between the fricative and affricate at the same place of articulation, i.e.,
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between [s] and [ts], between [ ] and [t ], and between [ ] and [t ], regardless of the vowel 
type that follows the sibilants. This indicates that the anticipatory articulatory effect of the 
following vowel on the articulatory gestures of the initial sibilant is minimal. Second, there 
are marked differences in the tongue shape and tongue position of the sibilants [s ts], [ t ]
and [ t ] at three different places of articulation. (i) The tongue position is much lower 
during [s ts] than [ t ] and [ t ]. (ii) During [s ts] the tongue is concave in shape, whereas 
during [ t ] or [ t ] the tongue is slightly convex or flat in shape, respectively. (iii) The 
tongue during [ t ] is retracted relative to [s ts] and [ t ]. (iv) The difference between [s ts]
and [ t ] is mainly in the vertical position of the tongue body, with [ t ] in a more upward
position. (v) The patterns of tongue position and tongue shape during [s ts], [ t ] and [ t ]
are similar between Male Speaker 1 (Fig. 1) and Male Speaker 2 (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1: Tongue shapes and tongue positions during [s ] and [ts t t ] for Male Speaker 1 and Male 
Speaker 2.

3.2. Spectral characteristics of [s ts], [ t ] and [ t ]
Table 2 presents the spectral peaks of [s ts], [ t ] and [ t ] for Male Speaker 1 and Male 
Speaker 2. As can be seen, (i) there is a significant difference in frequency of the 1st spectral 
peak among the three sets of sibilants, [s ts], [ t ] and [ t ]. The decreasing order of the 
frequency of the 1st spectral peak is [s ts] > [ t ] > [ t ], where the three sets of sibilants 
precede the same vowel. (ii) The spectral peaks of [s ts] are affected by the following vowel
of different types. For Male Speaker 1, the 1st spectral peaks of [s ts] are at lower frequencies
when followed by the vowel [u] (3528 Hz and 3164 Hz) than by the vowels [a] (5005 Hz and 
4894 Hz) and [ ] (4934 Hz and 4854 Hz). The pattern is also true for Male Speaker 2. (iii) As 
for [ t ], there is a strong tendency for the 1st spectral peak to be also at a lower frequency
when followed by [u] for both speakers.

Test Male Speaker 1 Male Speaker 2
Sibilants words 1st peak 2nd peak 3rd peak 1st peak 2nd peak 3rd peak

[s ] 4934 5693 6404 4887 5696 6443
[s] [sa] 5005 5861 6488 4767 5651 6105

[su] 3528 4472 5663 3550 4344 5506
[ts ] 4854 5866 6351 4781 5545 6160

[ts] [tsa] 4894 5722 6399 4595 5428 6130
[tsu] 3164 4293 5429 3352 4104 5475
[ ] 1826 2745 3653 1846 2507 3393

[ ] [ a] 2239 3173 4802 2752 3568 4691
[ u] 1649 2785 3606 1455 2322 3458
[t ] 1760 2521 3336 2201 3541 4466

[t ] [t a] 2300 3376 4962 2509 3379 4743
[t u] 1341 2600 3220 1292 2292 3395

[ ] [ i] 3838 4622 5405 4211 4851 5629
[t ] [t i] 3749 4600 5246 4023 4749 5424

Table 2: Frequency values (in Hz) of the first three spectral peaks of the test sibilants for Male 
Speaker 1 and Male Speaker 2.

4. CONCLUDING REMARK
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The data of two female speakers on the phonetic characteristics of the sibilants in Beijing 
Mandarin, which are in general similar to those of Male Speaker 1 and Male Speaker 2, will 
be presented at the conference. Also to be given are (i) a discussion of the relationship 
between the articulatory and spectral characteristics of the sibilants [s ts], [ t ] and [ t ], and 
(ii) a comparison of the phonetic characteristics of the sibilants between Beijing Mandarin 
and English.
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A Corpus-Based Analysis of English Emotion Construction

I. Introduction
This study investigates emotion construction (be+ emotion adjective+ preposition) found in 
Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) and describes the diverse use of 
preposition when native speakers express the cause of emotion. One of the ways that English 
conceptualizes cause and effect of emotion, emotional causality, is through prepositional 
phrase (Driven, 1997). English has many non-causal prepositions which are used to describe 
emotional causality for example, happy with, amazed by, worried about, etc. Many 
grammarians have provided the constraint of the preposition following emotion term (Driven, 
1997; Osmond, 1997; Kim, 2015). However, most of them are focused on prescribing the 
rules of the combination between emotion adjective and preposition on the basis of linguists’ 
introspection rather than the actual data. Thus, in this study, in an attempt to find any 
underlying semantic conditions in the actual use of emotion construction, COCA is examined 
qualitatively. The analysis examines each of the four prepositions: with, about, at, and by.

II. Results and Analysis
1. with
Osmond (1997) asserts that surprise type words which last shortly cannot be followed by  
with because with is associated with duration of emotion. However, in COCA amazed 
combines with with as follows:

(1) Castellano is quite amazed with her students' musical performances. The students 
have recorded their music and hosted an improvisation music festival... (ACAD: Music 
Educators Journal, 2014)

In (1), the nominal following with is a continuous event as manifested by the plural form 
performances. The experiencer is amazed not as a response to a specific performance but the 
accumulated performances that students have made so far. Also, the present perfect aspect 
have recorded in the following sentence explains that students have prepared for the 
performance at a prior time and still has relevance to the present. In short, the persisting trait 
of the following object allows the combination of short-term emotion and with.
2. about
Contrary to grammarians’ assertion that surprise type words cannot combine with about, 
surprised about is observed frequently in COCA as follows:

(2) ... but was not surprised about his speech problems; the chart said he'd presented 
aphasic. (FIC: Trauma, 2016)

In (2), the experiencer feels surprised not as a response to a specific problem but broad and,  
in a way, vague problems as represented by the plural form. This vagueness is emphasized by 
the following phrase, he’d presented aphasic. As past perfect aspect had presented implies 
that the problem is not a short-term event but had persisted for quite a long time, we can 
conclude that the cause of the surprise is a continued event, not an abrupt one. This is in 
parallel with Driven(1997)’s assertion that in case the nominal following about is an event, it 
involves a repeated type of event.

Though scholars have argued that about cannot co-occur with short-term emotions, the 
example shows that about can collocate with them as long as the following object  
corresponds to the semantic quality of about: approximation (Kim, 2015). In short, when 
emotion word amazed combines with about, the focus of surprise is deflected to the whole 
circumstances rather than “denoting the thematic area” (Driven, 1997).
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Preposition at, which implies the moment of impact rather than the continued existence, is in 
contrast with the quality of with (Osmond, 1997; Driven 1997). For this reason,  many 
scholars argue that with and at can hardly be interchangeable due to their opposite semantic
qualities; with has a semantic quality of long duration whereas at has momentary and sudden 
meaning (Osmond, 1997; Driven 1997; Kim, 2015). However, take a look at the example 
below.

(3) Why do you think the Pilgrims celebrated the first Thanksgiving? ... .... I think they 
were happy at being in a new country. They were escaping persecution ... ... and they 
wanted to get away, and they were happy to be here.    (SPOK: IND_Limbaugh, 1993)

In (3), Pilgrims, in pursuit of the freedom from the persecution, left the country without 
knowing where they were heading to. Unexpectedly, they happened to find a new continent, 
which aroused their happiness. The event of discovering a new continent was hardly expected. 
Thus, in (3), happiness is related to the surprised feeling driven by the unexpected event. On 
top of Osmond(1997)’s argument that the objects following at are new information, I suggest 
that the unexpectedness of an event can affect the choice of preposition in emotion 
construction. With all the arguments that long-term emotion cannot co-occur with at, they can 
still collocate, as long as the object bestows the quality of instantaneity to the emotion.
4. by
Emotion words followed by by-prepositional phrase are highly related to the passive voice in 
which by acts as a signifier of the agent of the action (Kim, 2015). This is why grammarians 
argue that only past participle (i.e. angered) can be followed by by- phrase but not an 
adjective (i.e. angry). However, adjective happy, occurs with by- phrase as follows:

(4) "... by next weekend we'll be happy by what we've accomplished." (NEWS: 
Associated Press, 1990)

In (4), what we've accomplished functions as the cause arousing people’s happiness. Though 
be happy by is not a passive voice, as long as the following object possesses the meaning of 
an action or a process, so as to be interpreted as the cause of the emotion, adjective + by 
phrase is acceptable. The object what we've accomplished, having the present perfect aspect, 
implies an action or process rather than a static situation. Thus, contrary to Osmond(1997)’s 
argument that adjectives lack time dimension that past participles have, therefore, cannot 
come together with by, happy does co-occur with by phrase. This highlights the importance  
of the following object which constrains the emotion words being combined.
III. Conclusion

As examined so far, this study argues that the choice of preposition in emotion 
construction is affected by the object following the preposition rather than the semantic 
quality of emotion word itself. Thus, emotion construction should be examined in 
consideration of the whole context, beyond the language form as people may not use the 
emotion words just as intended by the emotion researcher.
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Passives as inchoatives with result:
an analysis of Korean verbalizer -ci

Korean verbal morpheme -ci is usually analyzed as a passive morpheme in that it combines 
with some transitive verbs to form an intransitive verb, as in (1). 
(1) a. John-i ku cip-ul cis-ess-ta.

John-Nom that house-Acc build-Past-Decl
‘John built that house.’

b. Ku cip-i cis-eci-ess-ta.
That house-Nom build-ci-Past-Decl
‘That house was built.’

There are some problems in the common view of -ci as a passive morpheme, among which I 
point out two. First, it cannot explain why -ci combines with only some transitive verbs, 
which form a rather consistent semantic class: verbs whose meaning is related to physical 
movement or change of state, including verbs of creation (Lim and Zubizarreta 2012).
Second, if -ci is a passive, it remains only a kind of coincidence why the same morpheme -ci
combines with an adjective to form an inchoative verb, as shown in (2).
(2) a. Ku kang-i kiph-ess-ta.

That river-Nom deep-Past-Decl
‘That river was deep.’

b. Ku kang-i kiph-eci-ess-ta.
That river-Nom deep-ci-Past-Decl
‘That river became deep.’

One might be tempted to simply conclude that there are two cis in Korean, one is a verbalizer 
and the other is a passivizer, but in this paper I try to provide a unified analysis of Korean ci-.
A clue for a unified analysis of Korean ci- can be found in the fact that verbs which can 
combine with ci- are also those which allow resultatives (Lim and Zubizarreta 2010: see also 
Park 2004 for a list of verbs allowing resultatives in Korean). Given this, I will adopt and 
extend Kang and Zubizarreta’s (2018) analysis of ci- with adjevtives, where ci- with 
adjectives are analyzed as containing a resultative structure, and propose a structure for ci-
with verbs, which looks similar to the structure for ci- with adjectives in Kang and 
Zubizarreta (2018). By doing so, we can assign the same lexical entry to ci- in both cases, and 
furthermore, we can also analyze ci- in the context of anticausatives in general. Specifically, 
our structure for ci- in Korean will be similar to Alexiadou et al.’s (2015) analysis of 
anticausatives, which also include a resultative structure. 
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Language Learning in Interaction: How Can We Induce Real-

time Learning through Mental Processing of Linguistic

Information?

Yasunari Harada & Miwa Morishita
Waseda Univeristy & Kobe Gakuin University

The authors are engaged in experimental psycholinguistic research with 
Japanese learners of English and educational practices of English language 
teaching at Japanese universities with several realistic agenda: (1) filling the gap 
between grammatical and lexical knowledge of English and mastery and
performance in real-time interactional tasks on the part of the students, (2) 
promoting and prompting students to respond to questions and to ask questions 
appropriate in the context and situation and, (3) enhancing and enriching learner
experiences so that students would engage in more meaningful and intellectually 
more challenging tasks.

In our view, one of the most important goals of foreign language learning 
is attainment of interactional proficiency in the target language, and therefore 
learners should not only acquire knowledge of vocabulary, collocation, fixed 
expressions and grammar but also achieve automatization of mental processing 
of that target language. To the extent that this is a reasonable view, we should 
then ask if English learners in Japan are achieving these goals, and if not, what 
the reasons are.

Most learners of English studying in Japanese colleges exhibit wide 
disparity between their acquisition of knowledge about English and mastery of 
actually using that language. As their main objective for learning English until 
entrance to college is to obtain optimally high scores in college entrance 
examinations, and as most of these examinations do not incorporate any 
listening and/or speaking tasks nor substantial writing tasks, it is natural that 
most college students can read a little, but not listen or speak that well and that 
their productive proficiency in speaking and writing are generally low and lower 
than their receptive performance. For the past three academic years, the first 
author implemented Versant English Test, an automated test for speaking and 
listening, and Versant Writing Test, another automated test for writing, reading 
and listening with the first-year students at the undergraduate School of Law
four times within each academic year. 60-90 students participated in the data 
collection. Their listening and speaking proficiency generally fall under CEFR 
A1-A2 levels while their reading and writing fluency are at CEFR A2-B1 levels.
Paper and pencil version of Oxford Quick Placement Test was administered to 
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verify their knowledge of English in multiple choice tests in reading tasks, with 
the results suggesting that they fall under CEFR B1-B2 levels. Overall, these 
scores and CEFR levels estimated from the scores confirm general perception 
among teachers of English at the college level in Japan. The students have 
learned some knowledge of English but they are not really ready to use the 
knowledge they acquired.

The second author has conducted a series of experimental studies on 
syntactic priming by EFL learners in Japan in interactive settings of various 
kinds. Morishita and Harada (2015) discuss some of our earlier findings 
regarding the poor mastery of wh-question sentences among Japanese learners of 
English. Morishita, Kawamura, and Harada (2017) reported some data regarding
production of wh-questions in interactions between Japanese EFL learners and a 
native English speaker. With these and other experiences, we are contemplating 
a scheme in which EFL learners in Japan are placed in real-time tasks where 
they have to interact in English, through which they would increase their lexical 
and grammatical knowledge of English and augment and enhance their mental 
processing of those information in a way that would lead up to automatization of 
mental processing of linguistic information, thereby making language learning 
possible through real-time online tasks.
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Synesthetic metaphor and culture: A corpus-
assisted approach to Korean conventional  

synesthesia

Charmhun Jo & Chu-Ren Huang & Hongzhi Xu
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Synesthesia means an involuntary neurological phenomenon where “sensory events in 

one modality take on qualities usually considered appropriate to another” (Marks 

1982). More generally speaking, it refers to an experiential mapping of one sensory 

domain onto another, such as with the experience of sweet sound. In language sciences, 

synesthesia is usually understood based on metaphor (Williams 1976), which is 

initially introduced by Ullmann (1963). Following Ullmann’s analysis of poetic 

synesthesia, many studies on linguistic synesthesia have been carried out in diverse 

linguistic samples, mostly focusing on the issue of the mapping directionality or its 

interpretation. However, the discussion with respect to synesthetic metaphor and 

culture (e.g., the relationship between synesthetic metaphor and culture, or cultural 

aspects in synesthetic metaphor) has been overlooked or ignored so far, although it is 

important and urgent given that the topic of metaphor and culture/language or 

metaphor-culture interface has long been emphasized and studied in depth in the 

discipline of cognitive linguistics (Kövecses 2010). In this sense, the current study 

aims to explore the problem of cultural influences on linguistic synesthesia as well as 

confirm the validity and generalizability of Ullmann’s (1963) theoretical framework 

of “hierarchical distribution” through another non-related language corpus. Our main 

research questions to be addressed in this paper, therefore, are whether or not 

synesthetic metaphors include cultural phenomena or dependencies, and if so, what are 

the culture-specific aspects in the associations. In order to answer these questions, we 

collect extensive conventional synesthetic data from Sejong Corpus and make a close 

observation and analysis of the mapping frequencies. To conclude, the results 

demonstrate that there could be a nuanced cultural dependency, whereby taste occupies 

a significant position along with touch in Korean synesthetic metaphors, also 

confirming the applicability of Ullmann’s general scheme of metaphoric mappings to 

Korean language synesthesia. It is significant that a certain culture-based profile of 

linguistic synesthesia is identified empirically in statistical data analyses.
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Aging effect in the resolution of lexical ambiguity: The processing 
of homonymy and polysemy in Korean sentence comprehension

Hongoak Yun & Seonhyun Moon & Hyein Jeong & Soorim Noh
& & University of Potsdam & 

Previous studies have explored the presence of individual differences in the resolution 
of lexical ambiguity as a function of readers’ working memory which might plays a role as 
storage capacity or inhibition controller. We extended this issue by comparing old readers to 
young readers in the processing of homonymy and that of polysemy. The type of ambiguous 
words was manipulated as homonymy in Examples (1-4) and polysemy in Examples (5-8). 
Prior to the occurrence of ambiguous words at W3, context information cued for the words to 
be interpreted as their dominant senses (1 & 5), subdominant ones (2 & 6), or both senses (3-
4 & 7-8). The resolution of lexical ambiguity could be initiated from adverbs (W4) and was 
definitely completed at sentence-final verbs (W5). 102 Korean native speakers (51 old readers 
and 51 young readers) participated in the self-paced reading with a judgment task and their 
cognitive abilities were measured in Reading-span task (storage capacity) and Stroop task 
(inhibitory processes). 

We conducted a series of linear mixed-effect regression models on log-transformed 
RTs obtained from W3, W4, and W5 while subjects and items were set as random variables. 
At W3, we found significant effects of AGE (Young, Old) and Word Type (Homonymy, 
Polysemy) but no interactions, meaning that old readers took longer to read W3 than young 
readers regardless of word type (Estimate = -.29, S.E. = .03, t = -11.35) and that homonyms
were read faster than polysemy regardless of age (Estimate = .06, S.E. = .01, t = 6.42). At W4, 
the effects of AGE (Estimate = -.28, S.E. = .02, t = -11.83) and Word Type (Estimate = .07, 
S.E. = .01, t = 5.86) were significant. The interaction was also significant (Estimate = -.03, S.E.
= .01, t = -3.82), indicating that old readers, rather than young readers, took much longer RTs 
for adverbs following polysemy than for those following homonyms. Finally, at W5, we 
observed a significant three-way interaction among Word Type, Context, and AGE (Estimate
= -.14, S.E. = .05, t = -2.52), indicating that RT differences between verbs in the neutral 
dominant condition than verbs in the neutral subdominant condition were larger in the 
processing of homonyms than polysemy only for young readers but RT differences across all 
conditions did not occur for old readers. Young readers’ behaviors, but not old readers, support 
the existing claim that the semantic representation for homonym is discrete but that for 
polysemy is unitary. Overall, our results indicate that old readers’ behaviors had severe 
difficulty in resolving lexical ambiguity.

We also conducted another series of mixed-effect regression model in which AGE 
was replaced with cognitive capacities measured through Stroop and Reading-span tasks. 
The aim of these models was to detect which cognitive aspects of these measurements could 
account for the variances of RTs in a similar way that models of AGE have captured. The 
three-way interactions observed at W5 (AGE*Word Type*Context) were marginally significant 
when Stroop scores were used but not when Reading span scores were used. It is speculated 
that for successful resolution of lexical ambiguity, it might be important for readers to inhibit 
irrelevant senses and be safe from semantic interferences at W5 in which a specific sense 
should be selected over other possible senses. Having a larger storage might be less relevant 
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to account for the readers’ behaviors for our study. In sum, our results show that the processing 
of ambiguous words was more modulated by how efficiently readers were able to inhibit 
irrelevant information rather than how good readers were able to store/manage information.
Crucially, these results are characterized, in part, as the presence of aging effect. 
Table 1. a set of example sentences 

Context
Example sentences (for Homonymy condition)

W1 W2 W3 
(ambiguous nouns) W4 W5 (Verb)

(1)
Dominant sen
se

Geonchukga-ga
Architect-NOM

bokjabhan
complex-ADJ

gujo-reul
structure-ACC

jeongmilhage acc
urately-ADV

Seolgyehaessda
designed

(2)
Subdominant
sense

Piseogaek-i
Vacationer-NOM

Sinsokhan
quick-ADJ

gujo-reul
rescue-ACC

dageupi
urgently-ADV

Yocheonghaessda
requested

(3)
Neutral domi
nant Minji-ga

Minji-NOM
eoryeoun

difficult-ADJ

gujo-reul
structure

or rescue-ACC
jeongmilhage acc

urately-ADV

Seolgyehaessda
designed

(4) 
Neutral
Subdominant

Yocheonghaessda
requested

Example sentences (for Polysemy condition)

W1 W2 W3 (ambiguous nou
ns) W4 W5 (Verb)

(5)
Dominant sen
se

Seunim-i
Monk-NOM

sangkwaehan
fresh-ADJ

achimeul
morning-ACC

Himchage
vigorously-ADV

Sijakaetda
started

(6)
Subdominant
sense

Abeoj-iga
Father-NOM

pujimhan
plentiful-ADJ

achimeul
breakfast-ACC

Masitge
deliciously-ADV

meogeotda
ate

(7)
Neutral
Dominant Yeji-ga

Yeji-NOM
ireun

early-ADJ

achimeul
morning

or breakfast-ACC
Himchage

vigorously-ADV

Sijakaetda
started

(8)
Neutral
Subdominant

meogeotda
ate
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On Korean Speakers' Knowledge of Unaccusativity in English
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Sangmyung University
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The Influence of Task Complexity on Chinese EFL
Learners’ Lexical Performance in Writing

Jian Yu & Moongee Jeon
Shandong University of Technology & Konkuk University

Abstract

This study examines the effects of task complexity on the lexical performance in the 
argumentative essays written by Chinese EFL university students. To achieve this goal, 
two corpora were constructed, each with 400 sample essays extracted from a large online 
corpus and all 400 samples in each corpus are about the same topic. These essays have 
been automatically graded by a system and the scores were manipulated such that the major 
contributing factor to writing performance is the writing prompts, i.e. the task complexity 
as exhibited in the wording and topics to be covered in these essays. Task complexity is 
further decomposed into more minute aspects according to the Cognition Hypothesis 
(Robinson, 2001, 2005, 2011). Lexical performance was measured by tools in terms of 
lexical richness, N-gram distributions, and academic vocabulary. The results showed that 
task complexity did have a significant influence on lexical performance, with higher 
demand of task translated into higher lexical richness. As regard to N-gram distributions, 
the two corpora exhibited somehow flipped patterns, and the statistical results suggest that 
each corpus has its own independent lists of N-grams. The use of academic vocabulary was 
also shown to be systematically different across the two corpora. The results of this study 
not only confirm what the Cognition Hypothesis predicts, they also have important 
pedagogic implications.

Key words: task complexity, lexical performance, lexical richness, N-gram, 
academic vocabulary
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Korean adverb kulehkey ‘so’: subjective scalar intensifier without 
degree

Arum Kang & Sohee Kim
Korea University

Data and puzzle. The purpose of current study is to identify the pragmatic role of adverb 
kulehkey ‘so’ in Korean. Given that kulehkey has been traditionally understood as an anaphoric 
adverb decomposed into the anaphoric predicate kule(h) ‘(be) so’ and the adverbializer key, the 
hybrid uses of anaphora (1) and intensifier (2) is surprising:
(1) Cheli-ka       ppalli  ttwi-ess-ko, yengi-to        kulehkey      ttwi-ess-ta. [anaphoric]

Cheli-Nom fast ran-Past-Conj Yengi-also so ran-Past-Decl 
‘Cheli ran fast, and Yengi ran so, too.’

(2) ol yelum-un kulehkey tep-te-la. [intensifier] 
this summer-Top so hot-EVI-Decl
‘This summer was very/extremely hot.’

In fact, the connection between degree anaphor and intensifying meaning is crosslinguistically 
pervasive in many languages (e.g. English so, German so (Umbach & Ebert 2009), Japanese 
sonnani (Matsui 2011)). Mainly focusing on the role of intensifier kulehkey in (2), in this paper, 
our main concern is to figure out how the intensified reading arises and how the anaphoric 
kulehkey and intensifying kulehkey are conceptually related.
Distributional restrictions. At first glance, he distribution of the intensifying kulehkey seems 
to be pattern like typical degree adverbs, e.g. acwu, maywu ‘very’. For detailed examination, 
we conducted corpus study by collecting data from Sejong 21 sense tagged corpus, consisted 
of approximately 10 million words of written texts. As in Figure 1, we first sorted anaphoric 
vs. intensifier use; and then extracted morphemes co-occurring with kulehkey vs. acwu and 
maywu to compare the types of predicates they collocate. As shown in figure 2, the behavior 
of intensifier kulehkey is quite similar to degree adverbs rather than anaphoric kulehkey.

However, the parallel between the intensifier kulehkey and degree adverbs does not properly 
capture its core properties. As revealed in statistical difference in Figure 3 (i.e. chi-squared test; 
( -squared = 92.214, df = 3, p-value < 2.2e-16)), the intensifier kulehkey exhibits distinctively 
meaningful distributional restrictions from other degree adverbs in that it has a highfrequency 
of co-occurrence with verbs which are standardly classed as non-gradable (e.g. action verbs). 
Proposal. We suggest that the intensifier kulehkey can be characterized as subjective scalar
intensification in terms of the existence of unpronounced quantitative booster much.
Specifically, first, the intensifier kulehkey is subjective in that it indexes the speaker’s 
evaluative and rhetorical perspective of intensity of modifying predicates. Second, it is a weak 
NPI occurring in nonveridical context (i.e. question, modals, conditional (if-clause), 
downward-entailing quantifiers). For further study, we will show the distributions of the

Figure 1. Two types of kulehkey Figure 2. The types of modifying predicates Figure 3. chi-squared test 
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intensifier kulehkey in nonveridical context for presentation. Although it restrictively occurs in 
affirmative sentences, the prosodic emphasis marked by high pitch and length is necessarily 
contained, which is the realization of scalarity and exhaustivity (Giannakidou and Yoon 2011). 
Third, we postulate a silently pronounced quantitative booster (Bresnan 1973; Corver 1997) 
manhi ‘much/many’ for the occurrence of the intensifier kulehkey. Given that the booster manhi 
takes a context-dependent, nontrivial amount and semantically specified, kulehley comes to 
indicates that the predicate holds to a higher scalar value.
Analysis. 1. emphatic NPI: Given the above observations, the intensifier kulehkey can be 
treated as an (inverted) emphatic NPIs in Scalar Model Theory (Israel 2001). Following Israel, 
we claim that kulehkey denotes conventional high scalar value with high informative and high 
quantitative value. The effects can be achieved by application of the salient manhi ‘much/many’ 
as a vehicle of the quantitative booster. In a positive sentence, unpronounced manhi quantifies 
over the quantitative value and emphasizes the speaker’s attitude that can be characterized as 
involving a high scalarity of the speaker’s commitment to the proposition. Accordingly, by 
using kulehkey, the speaker’s commitment is maximal.
2. intensifier without degree: One might assume that the intensification effect of kulehkey 
would be similar to degree modification (e.g. very) in grammatical gradability (Kennedy and 
McNally 2005). However, unlike typical degree modifiers, as revealed in our corpus study, the 
occurrence of the intensifier kulehkey freely co-occur with both gradable and non-gradable 
predicates. Rather, the role of kulehkey is more pragmatic: it does not rely on the presence of 
grammaticalized scales, nor encode degree variables. Following Beltrama & Bochnak (2015), 
we propose that kulehkey is a scalar intensifier without degree. It applies to a context-sensitive 
predicate Pc, and universally quantify over the contextual parameters that contributes to the 
interpretation of Pc, as follows (Beltrama & Bochnak 2015: (40)):
(3)  w,g,c  

When combined with kulehley, Pc holds for all c’ that bear a relation R to c:
(4)  w,g,c c c´[cRc´ P(x) in c´]
(5)    c(x) = 1 iff  c´[cRc´ hot(x) in c´]
Conceptual link between anaphoric and intensifying kulehkey can be made in terms of 
cognitive motivation of shift. In the sense of Langacker (1990, 1991), we treat subjectivity as 
“the realignment of some relationship from the objective axis to the subjective axis.” For the 
conceptual connection between two types of kulehkey, we identify the shift from objective 
anaphoricity to subjective scalar quantification. By using the intensifier kulehley, the speaker 
presents situations that she experienced or observed from an insider’s perspective. In other 
words, it expresses information that the speaker assumes to be old and “assimilated” knowledge, 
as shown in the following empirical evidence:
Context: John saw Mina drinking three bottles of wine last night. Today John asks Mina:
(6) ecey wain-ul way      kulehkey (manhi) masi-ess-ni? 

Yesterday      wine-Acc why      so much drink-Pst-Q
‘Why did you drink wine so much yesterday?’

With the previous experience, the new information that ‘Mina drank three bottles of wine” is 
assimilated into the speaker’s (i.e. John) mind, and the silently pronounced manhi brings about 
high scalar value. As a result, it produces a rhetorically strong statement.
Conclusions. In this paper, we identified kulehkey as a novel type of subjective scalar 
intensifier in terms of pragmatic perspective. Theoretical implication of current study is to 
provide the widened view of crosslinguistic variation to cases where the scalar intensifier 
doesn’t necessarily have a degree variable, and language parameterize the semantics and 
pragmatics of their non-degree intensifier. The historical path further needs to be done in the 
connection of anaphoric use to a use of intensifier.
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A corpus-based approach to word order variation of
demonstratives in Finnic dialects

Chingduang Yurayong
University of Helsinki

This corpus-based study investigates the uses of demonstratives across the Finnic dialect
continuum in Latvia, Estonia and Russia from the syntactic and discourse-pragmatic 
perspectives. Being typologically similar to the Koreanic, Japonic, Tungusic, Mongolic and 
Turkic languages (a.k.a. ‘Ural-Altaic type’ à Janhunen 2014), Finnic languages as a subbranch 
of the Uralic family are syntactically head-final languages in which the unmarked word order 
of nominal phrase is Determiner-Noun (e.g., Dryer 2013). Nevertheless, several Finnic dialects
have been reported using also a Noun-Determiner order, which is said to be an influence from 
Russian, a dominant superstrate language in the east of the Finnic dialect continuum (e.g., 
Ojanen 1985: 230-237). However, the previous descriptions of this phenomenon have mainly
been qualitative-based, while the present corpus-based study will shed the light on degree of 
variation and its graduality across the Finnic dialect continuum in a quantitative manner.

Currently existing corpora of the spoken Finnic languages are mostly constructed on the 
basis of raw data from fieldworks (since the late 19th century) by Estonian, Finnish and Russian 
scholars, among the others. It might not come as a surprise that while some languages are better 
documented and their data being better archived and digitalised (especially the state languages, 
Estonian and Finnish), a number of Finnic languages (particularly those minority languages 
spoken in Russia) are still recorded only in audio and in print, and missing extensive corpora 
that would allow linguists to effectively perform quantitative analysis of various areas within
these languages. Despite this imbalanced distribution of the data across the Finnic dialect 
continuum, the present study, in the Labovian spirit, aims at maximising the corpora that are 
currently available (Labov 1994: 11).

This corpus-driven investigation collects occurrences of demonstratives in the corpora and 
defines their word order contexts in relation to head word of a phrase: (i) head-final
(Demonstrative-Head), (ii) head-initial (Head-Demonstrative), and (iii) independent demon-
strative. The frequency-based distribution of these three contexts in the Finnic dialects varies
in a remarkable and interesting way. For instance, a distribution of the Proto-Finnic medial 
demonstrative *se ‘that (which has been previously mentioned)’ shows the highest degree of 
family-internal variation, as shown in Figure 1. The result indicates a clear sign of dialectal 
divergence being controlled by the geographical factor, that is, correlated with the geographic 
locations of each Finnic dialect. Concretely, the non-canonical head-initial word order (Head-
Demonstrative) across the Finnic dialect continuum is gradually more frequent toward the east
with stronger Russian contacts, and vice versa less frequent toward the west with lesser Russian
contacts. This result also invites further investigation from the ecological-linguistic viewpoint.

The change of word order in demonstrative phrase does not concern only syntax but also 
touches on the discourse-pragmatic domain, especially in the eastern Finnic dialects where the 
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head-initial word order (Head-Demonstrative) vigorously outnumbers the other word order
types. In these dialects, demonstratives in the head-initial context show a sign of losing 
exophoric/deictic values and turning into endophoric/anaphoric markers, which no longer 
express a concrete spatial relation between the origo and referent but establish, instead, a
discourse-referential relationship between an entity and its antecedent (e.g., Himmelmann 
1996, Diessel 1999). Occasionally, these demonstratives also carry evidential nuance how the 
speaker evaluatively takes his/her stance towards the denoted state-of-affairs (e.g., affect, 
judgement and appreciation, in the Appraisal framework, http://grammatics.com/appraisal/).

The present work, as a concrete case study, demonstrates how to use the corpus-linguistic 
approach and quantitative methods to supplement the qualitative analysis and elaborate a grey 
area within the field of linguistic variation and dialectology.

Keywords: dialectology, language change, linguistic variation, pragmatics, syntax

Figure 1. Word order contexts of the medial demonstratives se across Finnic dialects
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Proportions of American Variants in Korean English:
A Diachronic Perspective

Ariane Macalinga Borlongan
Tokyo University of Foreign Studies

In the study of recent change in English(es), Americanization (together with grammaticalization,
colloquialization, and densification) has often been regarded as a major driving force in the evolu-
tion of the language and its varieties (cf. Collins, 2015; Leech, Hundt, Mair, & Smith, 2009). Amer-
ican English has been leading the decline in the use of the modals, the be-passive, and wh-relatives
as well as the increase in the use of the epistemic have to, the to-infinitives, the help + (to) V con-
struction, nouniness, and the s-genitive (Leech et al., 2009). The investigation we shall report in this
paper is on the proportions of American variants in Korean English from 1970s to 2000s and com-
paring them with other Englishes as well, using various corpora from Hong Kong, India, Japan, the
Philippines, South Korea, the United Kingdom, the United States, and Vietnam, looking specifically
at lexis, morphology, syntax, phraseology, and spelling and how they all can come closer to Ameri-
can English rather than British English, following the corpus-based exercise of Schneider (in press
for 2019). Findings reveal that, even further than American English and Philippine English —
which is sometimes more American than American English, Korean English, together with Japa-
nese English, has the highest proportions of American choices. Yet proportions of American vari-
ants in Korean English are also declining. Even French and German Englishes prefer American var-
iants over British ones. Vietnamese English is closer to British English than the latter’s daughters
Indian and Singapore Englishes. It is interesting to note that Englishes from East Asia cluster to-
gether, being more American than American English, with the exception of Vietnamese English.
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L2 Fluency and Body Language Use of Asian Learners of
English: A Study Based on the ICNALE Spoken Dialogue

Shin’ichiro ISHIKAWA
Kobe University

1. Introduction
Learners’ L2 outputs are often evaluated in terms of complexity, accuracy, and fluency

(Skehan, 1998). Among these three elements, fluency plays a particularly important role when 
non-native speakers communicate in English as a Lingua Franca (ELF), which puts an 
emphasis on intelligibility and smooth interaction. Thus, many studies have discussed how 
fluently learners with different L1 backgrounds and/or at different L2 proficiency levels speak, 
but very few of them have paid due attention to another type of fluency, namely learners’ 
effective use of body language. L2 English speakers, as well as L1 English speakers,
communicate not only with vernal language but also with non-verbal language including gaze, 
posture, hand gestures and varied body movements (Busa, 2015). Body language can convey 
much meaning in ELF communication. L2 speakers can be fluent not only in terms of their L2 
use but also their body language use. However, the relationship between learners’ L2 
proficiency, L2 fluency, and body language use has remained largely unclear.

Therefore, using a newly compiled L2 English oral interview corpus (Ishikawa, 2018), 
which includes both of the transcripts and videos, we aim to clarify the relationship between 
Asian learners’ L2 proficiency and two kinds of fluency. 

2. Research Design
2.1 Aim and RQ

We discuss three research questions: How is Asian learners’ L2 proficiency related to their 
L2 fluency? (RQ1), How is learners’ fluency in body language related to their L2 fluency?
(RQ2), and How can we classify learners with different L1 backgrounds and at different L2 
proficiency levels when considering two kinds of fluency? (RQ3).

2.2 Data
We use the ICNALE Spoken Dialogue Corpus (Ishikawa, 2018). This dataset includes 

videos, sounds, and transcripts of semi-structured oral interviews with college students in Asia. 
The interviews last for approximately 40 minutes and they consist of introductory exchanges, 
two kinds of picture description tasks, two kinds of role-play tasks, and reflections in learners’ 
L2 and L1.  

3 Results and Discussions
Preliminary data analyses have revealed that the correlation between L2 proficiency and L2 

fluency, and that between body language fluency and L2 fluency are not strong enough for 
many of the learners in Asia. 
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Fig. 1 Correlation between Japanese learners’ L2 proficiency (scores in the TOEIC L/
R test) and their L2 fluency (the average number of the words uttered in one minute)
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Is there a preference for Korean pronouns to select their

antecedents? : focusing on grammatical and information

structural factors of antecedents

Yeonwoo Kim
Korea University

Pronoun interpretation in Korean has been considered to be sensitive to grammatical function 

and information structure. In particular, studies based on Centering Theory presented the 

grammatical preference for selection of antecedent: 'subject > indirect object > direct object > 

others'. As for information structural preference, the hierarchy of 'topic > non-topic' was 

proposed. However, quantitative and empirical evidence has not been sufficiently presented as 

to whether the hierarchies actually work.

This study investigated the interpretation of pronouns in Korean, which has both null and overt 

forms. It analyzed the influence of the grammatical function and topic/non-topic variable on 

pronoun choice of its antecedent using the Sejong spoken corpus. In order to compare between 

S, IO and DO, this study limited context of observation to the transitive or ditransitive 

constructions.

The results showed that it is unclear whether the grammatical function hierarchy applies to 

pronoun interpretation in Korean. In the result from ditransitive constructions, pronouns 

seemed to be according to the hierarchy to some extent: S (40%) > IO (34%) > DO (26%). 

However, in the transitive contexts, it showed that the direct objects were selected more than 

the subjects: DO (53%) > S (47%). On the other hand, there was a difference between 

topic/non-topic selections. The antecedent tends to be selected according to the information 

structural hierarchy of 'topic (63%) > non-topic (37%)'.

This study suggests that the information structure has more influence on pronoun interpretation 

than the grammatical factor. In addition, the difference on sensitivity to grammatical function 

between Korean and English seems to be due to the difference in degree of interaction between 

grammatical functions and information structures. In English, when a topic argument 

repeatedly occurs across utterances, it is often realized as a pronominal subject. This means 
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that the grammatical function of English strongly interacts with the information structure. In 

Korean, on the other hand, argument order is relatively free and topicalization of objects is 

more productive than that of English. Because the realization of grammatical function is less 

dependent on the information structure, it does not have a great influence on pronoun 

interpretation.
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